A GLOBAL NETWORK OF TREE NURSERY COMPANIES WORKING TOGETHER TO ENHANCE THE HORTICULTURAL COMMUNITY

www.aign.org
Introduction

The Associated International Group of Nurseries (AIGN®) is a global organization that blends the diverse talents of a number of progressive nurserymen from the major growing regions of the world.

AIGN® is the only company of its kind in the nursery industry. The organization was created to develop beneficial avenues of information flow for new rootstocks and varieties.

In contemporary variety management, where marketing programs, inventory and quality assurance could mean the difference between success or failure of an intellectual property, AIGN® has positioned itself to be an innovator and leader in the introduction of new fruit varieties.

Mission Statement

“To obtain, commercialize and promote new and exciting tree varieties and eating experiences to ensure the best long-term return to the variety owner and all stakeholders.”
Innovative, Worldwide Commercialization

AIGN® members are spread throughout northern and southern Europe, New Zealand, Australia, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, South Africa, China, South Korea, India and the United States.

The primary role of AIGN® is that of a co-operator, working with the world’s fruit industry to coordinate the availability of trees and products. The company was formed to assist its members with the introduction and distribution of varieties and rootstocks. The members have the opportunity to test and evaluate promising varieties, exchange data and ideas, and receive the technical assistance necessary to remain competitive in the world market. Our goals are to ensure the success of our members within their territory, and to work on behalf of the breeders that we represent to facilitate the best return for their investment.
What can AIGN® do for your business?

- Offer data to make informed decisions about viability and commercial worth of new and existing fruit varieties and rootstocks.
- Assist to expedite testing and introduction of new varieties.
- Help to navigate local laws and regulations for the importation, quarantine and testing of plant materials.
- Provide support for intellectual property protection and enforcement.
The Hertha™ Horticultural Database

Hertha™ is an internet accessible database developed by AIGN® for the purpose of variety management. It is designed to facilitate shipments of plant material, track plantings via GPS, record evaluations in various formats, and manage Intellectual property of varietals across any number of species.

- No software to install, system uses any one of several browsers such as Edge, Chrome, Firefox, etc.
- Multi-language support
- Multi-level security at both the screen form and data level
- Tracks shipping of test material w/contract generation
- Supports both UPOV and Standard evaluations
- Evaluation fields are extensible, and can differ by species
- Tracks evaluation site maps with GPS coordinates for individual sites or trees
- Tracks Trademark and Patent information and associated documents
- Tracks Licensee / Sub-licensee information and associated contracts
- Flexible reporting capabilities with output in PDF format
- Offline evaluation entry tool
- Allows an unlimited number of contracts (i.e., Testing agreements, etc.)
- Stores photos and technical documents by variety
- Companies can store private information or share information with others on a variety- by-variety basis
- An extensive set of storage protocols for post-harvest testing can be used or added as necessary
- Tracks and displays graphical family tree for varieties
For further information, please contact the AIGN® member in your territory

ARGENTINA
Los Alamos De Rosauer S.A. (LARSA)
Contact: Juan Martin Rosauer
Telephone: +54 029 9477 0916
Email: juanmartin@larsa.com.ar
Website www.larsa.com.ar

AUSTRALIA
ANFIC
Contact: Dr Gavin W Porter
Telephone: +61 7 3491 9905
Email: info@anfic.com.au
Website: www.anfic.com.au

CHILE
Viveros Requinoa Ltd
Contact: Juan Enrique Concha Larrain
Telephone: +56 961 68 1705
Email: jeconcha@viverosrequinoa.cl
Website: www.viverosrequinoa.cl

CHINA
Shennong Variety Management Ltd
Contact: Chang Liang
Telephone: +86 136 6269 1025
Email: chang@shennong.co.nz
Website: www.shennong.co.nz

EUROPEAN UNION (BELGIUM)
René Nicolaï N.V.
Contact: Florent Geerdens
Telephone: +32 11 312 125
Email: info@renenicola.be
Website: www.renenicolai.be

EUROPEAN UNION (FRANCE)
Star Fruits
Contact: Pierre-Antione Robin
Telephone: +33 4 90 16 46 00
Email: variety@star-fruits.com
Website: www.star-fruits.com

INDIA
Seven Star Fruits Pvt. Ltd
a division of Mahyco Grow Pvt. Ltd.
Contact: Aashish Rajendra Barwale
Telephone: +91 22 4028 7607
Email: Sales@severstar.in
Website: www.sevenstarfresh.in

NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand Fruit Tree Company
Contact: John Morton
Telephone: +64 6 870 0826
Email: john@johnmortonltd.co.nz

NORTH AMERICA
Brandt’s Fruit Trees Inc.
Contact: Lynnell Brandt
Telephone: +1 509 248 4315
Email: lynnell@brandtsfruittrees.com
Website: www.brandtsfruittrees.com

SOUTH AFRICA
TopFruit (PTY) Ltd
Contact: Rob Meihiuzen
Telephone: +27 21 874 1033
Email: robm@topfruit.co.za
Website: www.topfruit.co.za

SOUTH KOREA
KJ Orchard
Contact: Kim Hee Jeung
Telephone: +82 2 514 7631
Email: hjk@stasia.kr

URUGUAY
Los Horneros Vivero de Frutales
Contact: Horacio Reyes
Telephone: +598 9961 3030
Email: frutec@losreyes.com.uy
Website: www.frutec.com.uy